What is a Summer School Careers Volunteer?
This is an opportunity to make a difference to a large number of high-achieving young people taking part in the Nottingham Potential and the Sutton Trust Summer School. The Summer School provides an invaluable opportunity for participants to speak to inspirational alumni about their experience at the University of Nottingham and their subsequent career paths.

It also provides them with the chance to develop and practice soft skills, such as networking.

Who can be a Summer School Careers Volunteer?
This opportunity is open to all of our alumni, from a variety of academic disciplines and graduation years, and takes place on Thursdays in July for 1 hour (plus travel time).

What do I need to do as a Summer School Careers Volunteer?
Alumni taking part in this opportunity would need to complete a biography and attend a working lunch, where they would be able to chat to participants, share their experiences and answer questions.

There are around 400 participants in total, with a maximum of 110 at each lunch event. Participants will be streamlined into smaller groups for sessions on the day.

When do they take place?
Thursday 6th July | 1-2pm (Please arrive 15 minutes early to ensure we can get started on time)
Students particularly interested in:
Pharmacy; Nursing and Midwifery; Law, Politics and International Relations; Psychology & Philosophy; Architecture; Engineering and Physics

Thursday 13th July | 1-2pm (Please arrive 15 minutes early to ensure we can get started on time)
Students particularly interested in:
Biological Sciences: Exploring the Living World; Psychology & Philosophy; Historical Studies; Chemistry; Physics and Astronomy; Law; Politics and International Relations; Geography

Thursday 20th July | 1-2pm (Please arrive 15 minutes early to ensure we can get started on time)
Students particularly interested in:
Medicine; Medical Physiology; Business, Maths and Economics; English, American and Film Studies; Sustainable Chemistry

Thursday 27th July | 1-2pm (Please arrive 15 minutes early to ensure we can get started on time)
Students particularly interested in:
Veterinary Medicine and the Science of Animals; Medicine and Medical Sciences; Sociology, Theology and Ethics; Engineering; Maths & Computer Science; Literature, Language and Culture

Interested?
Please complete an application form today – the Summer School Manager will then be in touch.